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Mr. V~ce-Cha ;ir, one common and universal characteristic of 
the human rac desire to carry on, in the same way, the things 
that our predecessors did or professed and to turn with pride to our 
earlier culture for c 
Unfortunately today, 1 
the inaugural lecture trom the chair ot dentistry has no precedent In 
this university. This is despite the fact that our dental school was 
established about 30 years ago, specifically in 1975. 
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As I stand before you to give the first-ever inaugural lecture from the 
Faculty ofDentistry, in this university, I owe a debt of gratitude to the 
university for giving me the opportunity to also be the first Professor 
of Preventive and Community Dentistry and the first Alumnus Dean 
of the Dental School (1999 to 2002). I have also, in my professional 
career, been privileged to be the pioneer in some other important areas. 
I was the convener and foundation president of the International 
Association for Dental Research (Nigerian Division), the pioneer 
Editor of the Afi.iccrn Joz~rnal of Oral Healill and the first and only 
Nigerian member on the Steering Committee ofthe Afiican Oral Health 
Education Association. 
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ty for a An inaugural lecture provides an opportunii Professor to 
expound on his area of specialisation and explain to the university 
community and the public, as much as possible and in simple terms, 
his or her contributions to knowledge. It is therefore my intention to 
share some of 
relates to the 1 
in Nigeria. 
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HLSTORTCALBACKGROUND TO ORTHODOX HEALTH CARE 

The Origin of Hospitals 

Hospitals began about the 1 gth century as charitable Christian rehge 
largely for the orphaned, the crippled, the destitute, or the insane 



without much medical action or significance. They were therefore 
first established in monasteries, and then spread by missionaries. The 
idea of a ho! at investigated and treated disease rather than 
simply offerir lance to the indigent sick developed in Paris after 
the French revolution and the political and technological developments 
that accompanied it. It acknowledged techniques and concepts 
unknown in former times and gradually became central to medicine. 
Instead of relying on the authority of books, doctors began to study 
patients, to analyse differences between them and to delineate separate 
diseases. Diseases came to be recognised as afflictions that were 
common to all who suffered fi-om them rather than unique to each + 

individual. Asystem developed that was based on observation, physical 
examination, pathological anatomy, statistics and the concept of the % 

lesion (change caused by disease). By the middle of the 19'h century, 
investigations had extended beyond the bedside and living patient, 
and had moved on to the cadavers in the mortuary and tissue cultures 
in the laboratory. 

The status and power of hospitals increased greatly after the 
introduction of anaesthesia in the 1840's. The introduction of the 
stethoscope, the ophthalmoscope and the laryngoscope, all by the 
mid-nineteenth century, coupled with the use ofthe microscope, aided 
diagnosis and altered the management of patients. The discovery of 
the X-ray in 1895, made it possible for the first time to classifjr the 
pathology of organs in the living body. Surgical operations became 
safer when they were carried out in institutions organised for them, 
and with other skilled people available. As nledical science matured, 
healing and religion diverged. In the words of Myers (2000), "Rather 
than simply asking God to spare their children from smallpox, people 
began vaccinating them. Rather than seeking a spiritual healer when 
burning with bacterial fever, they turned to antibiotics". 

The Hospital, Health Profession and the Lay Publ: 

During training, it is disheartening that health profess~ona~ stuaents 
are effectively isolated not only from the community they will 

eventually serve, but even from other students. Entry to medical or 
dental school often means virtually exclusive contact with 
professionals. Most trainings are done in hospitals where patients are 
either so ill or too intimidated by the hospital environment to be 
anyth s preparing for this inaugural lecture, I 
came 7 of the Tell Mcrg~rzirte of January 24, 
2005 which showed how compliant a patient can be. It read as follows: 
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"A brazilian man who went to a hospital with an earache 
problem ended up having a vasectomy after wrongly answering 
to a name that was not his. (A vasectomy is the medical 
operation of cutting the small tube that carries sperm in order 
to make a man to produ .en). Valendmar Lopez 
de hhoraes, 3 9  to the v, y room when Aldemar 
Aparecido Rou~~!gucs s name was called. The strangest thing 
about his case was that he neither raised objection nor asked 
questions when doctors started preparing his testicles for 
operation. He was later to explain that he thought it was an 
ear inflammation that got down to his balls." 

The 'ideal' patient is expected to be completely acquiescent, tolerant, 
.submissive, obedient and non-assertive. Dubb (2004a) has described 
the change in status that a patient undergoes immediately he is admitted 
to the hospital ward: 
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"He at once bc that ca: 'ndice 
in the fhird bed on the r1gtit. He may have to wear the hospital 
uniform. He is not given the rules, but is subject to the authority 
of all, from the cleaner to the sister and the doctor. From being 
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MY NUPTIAL KNOT WITH DENTlSTRY 
The Role of Technolorn and the Need for Humanistic Approach 
to Health 
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omes at ous pric~ Technology is desira tremend e to the 
soci end has it that fire, the first technological innovation was 
st018 the gods by Prometheus for the benefit of mankind. But, 
Promerneus was punished for this. He was tied to a rock and every 
night a vulture devoured his liver which regained its hnctions daily, 
due to its regenerative nature. Prometheus withstood this punishment 
for 30 years before Hercules rescued him. 

However, it is sad that the techno log^ of he2 ,wed to 
outrun its sociology. Increasing technology nas maae mea~cal care 
rather impersonal with the job of the doctor almost I ical and 
repetitious "as the assembly line''. It is ~radually takin! le good 
doctor who knows all his patients, their homes and their tamilies, 
their affairs, temporal aspirations and desires. 
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It is pertinent for IT i e  a brief history of dental practice and 
dental education in 1 Y l s G l l a .  TWO important reasons necessitate this 
decision; firstly, it will give this august audience a clearer view and 
secondly, my research in this area re\-ealed that earlier reports crediting 
the dawn of orthodox dental practice in Nigeria to 1935 are grossly 
inaccurate. The beginning of modern dentistry in Nigeria can be traced 
to E.. G. MacClean who in 1903 established the first private dental 
pra~ it Mission in 1907 as an 
"lnc t Saki, then Ogbomoso, 
later lwo ana rerired in 1940 (Schram. 1 97 1 ' %st government 
dentist, Mr. H. F. H 'he first 
Nigerian Dentist is tl Dublin- 
Green who qualified in 1949 and returned to Nigeria the same year to 
start practising Prior to this period, traditional tooth-pullers attended 
to oral healtl~ problems and are still visible in some parts ofthe country 
fill today. 
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It may interest you to have a glimpse of the prevailing circumstances 

that made me to decide in favour ofDentistry as a career. My ambition, 
while in the Secondary school, had always been to study general 
Medicine. I was however attracted to Dentistry because at the time I 
was completing the Concessional University Entrance application form 
there was only one dentist, Dr. D. K. Omole, in my home state (Ondo 
State) where I was also residing. He was then running mobile clinics 
and there were daily announcements on the radio informing those 
with dental problems to meet him at particular locations; Ondo, Owo, 
Akure, Okitipupa, Ado-ekiti etc. Although, I did not meet him in person 
or at any time ever had a dental problem or been to a dental clinic, I 
decided to select Dentistry as my first and only choice. I passed the 
entrance examination and was invited for interview. Members of the 
interview panel were surprised to see somebody opting for only 
dentistry, as this was a rare occurrence at the time. I explained how I 
came to my decision. I was not asked any other question but was told 
by the chairman of the interview panel that I should be ex~ecting my 
letter of admission to Great Ife! 

Mr. Vice-Chancellor Sir, I can say that my nuptial knot wlrn aentistry 
stafted with the daily announcements of Dr. D. K. Omole's mobile 
dental clinic on the radio. Upon graduation and having completed my 
Housemanship and the mandatory National Youth Service Corps 
scheme, I was appointed a Medical Training Fellow in the School of 
Dentistry in March 1987. I eventually qualified as a specialist in Dental 
Public Health (otherwise known as Community Dentistry) after a short 
stint in the United Kingdom with a Diploma from the Royal College 
of Surgeons in England. 

Many have contributed to my professional development over these 
years. Foremost are my parents, my spouse, teachers and my colleagues 
to whom I remain ever gratefbl. 1 will however want to put on record 
the tremendous influence that two of the foremost Dental public health 
academics in the world have had on me - Professors Aubrey Sheiham 
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Nigeria) the problem for the traditional healer is not to diagnose the 
nature of the disease. hut whv it occurred and, who or what caused it. 
Helshe is not interested in tk ,ig but who put the obstacle in the 
path of the injured foot. Up late 1 7th century, treatment ofthe 

- .  

mentally-ill y out o f ( -  which the church 
termed 'ex1 

"useless", but also "pathogenic". He believes the best condition for- 
heal t t achieved if the society reduces prc lntion 
to the ninimum. 
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One common agreement is that health is a possession beyond price. It 
is more than a biological or psychological state and it is partly a 
reflection of the wider human condition in all its social, economic and 
cultural aspec 

often in- 
orcism'. 

Wlany African commumr~es srul Delleve strong~ytnar health prouierns 
are mostly as a result of interpersonal tensions or immorality or the 
anger ofthe gods, or the work of witches and wizards. Jealousy, envy, 
quarrels, and other factors of relationships are therefore considered 
important in diagnosing and treatiny illnesses. I t  must be noted that 
this belief pervaded other continents before the 20'h century as 
illustrated by the arrival of cholera in the US in 1832 which was widely 
interpreted "as an inevitable result of the debilitating physical effect 
of transgressing God's physical and moral laws'' (Rosenberg, 1978). 
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Indicators for ~g develc ~g the 
best-known h !velopmt imilar 
data show the posltlons of ina~vlaua~ counrrles. Less vlslule are the 
political and economic processes that these indices reflect. These 
political and economic processes are therefore, quite often ignored or 
mentioned only in passing in the discussion ofdevelopm ealth. 
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Kennedy (1 982), def ned health in social, political and economic terms 
and emphasised that health must reflect qualities which combine to 
represent man's aspirations and expectations. He suggested that efforts 
should be directed towards preventing, through political and social 

I 

actions, many of the conditions which lead to illness. He believes 
"health is too important to be left entirely to doctors, it is a matter for 
all". 

The health situation in Nigeria leaves room for much cc If the 
191 member states ofthe World Health Organisation, Nigeria ranked 
184 in "Overall health goal attainment; 176 in Health expenditure per 
capital; 180 in terms of 'Fairness in financial contribution to health'; 
and 1 :  87 in '0. 
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linked v The c ity of 
life. Cochrane (1984) has however noted that assessment of this is 
usually difficult. So far, no satisfactory way of measuring the quality 
of health has been developed. In some group of diseases, improvement 
or det 

Section 3 . 3  of the National Health Policy and Strategy to Achieve 
Health for all Nigerians corroborates the need for health to be the 
duty of all, when it states; .. erioratic 

sment o. 
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nunity rr "The people of this nation have the rights tu prticipate 
individually and collectively in the planning and implementation 
of their health care. However, this is not only their right, but 
also their solemn duty" (FMOH 1 9SA\ 

Asses sures 
taken by the community, government, voluntary organisations and 
the individual person to effect stated goals of health. 

THE CURATIVE (MEDICAL MODEL) A N D  THE 
PREVENTIVE APPROACHES TO HEALTH 
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Illicli ( 1976), advocates a similar but stronge 
be achieved through the "autonomy of man ru  manage 111s U W I I  

intirilacy". He nrcques that the "medical enterprise" has not only been 

him can 
I-: .. -. . ..- The Greek gods; Hygeia, Aesculapius and Panakea typi@ the different 

approaches to health. Hygeia was regarded as the goddess who 



watched over the health of Athens. She symbolised sanitary practices 
and the belief that people could remain well if they lived reasonably. 
The word hygiene has its etymology in the cult ofHygeia. Aesculapius 
on the other hand achieved fame not by teaching wisdom but by 
mastering the use ofthe knife and the knowledge ofthe curative virtue 
of plants. Because of the fame enjoyed by Aesculapius, Hygeia was 
relegated to a member ofhis retinue, usually as his daughter, sometimes 
as his sister or wife, but always subservient to him. The myths of 
Hygeia and Aesculapius represent the two different points of view in 
health care provision; the preventive and medical (or curative) models 
respectively (Dubos 1984). Panakea usually regarded as a sister to 
Hygeia became omnipotent as a healing goddess through her 
knowledge of drugs. She represents in modern parlance the illusion - - 
that drugs can solve all health problems and the universal search for a 
panacea. 

MEDlCALlSATlON AND HEALTH 

The medical model promotes scientific choice as the only true answer 
to ill-health. Medical personnel are portrayed as the only people 
equipped to offer solutions to illness and medical intervention in the 
form of diagnosis and drugs as the only answer to being healthy. In 
his preface to 771e Doctor :s Ilifenlivtr, the renowned playwright 
B t 906) bemoaned; "Even the fact that doctors :rnard ! 

emselve . .. 
:haw (1 
s die of 
,. -. thl ' the very diseases they profess to cure passes 

unnoticed". I nere is no doubt that over the centuries, scientific 
medicine has gained fascinating insights into the intimate mechanisms 
of the human body and can now boast of sophisticated technology 
2nd complex techniques. However, the medical profession must be 
humble enough to admit that there is still much that it cannot explain 
and therefore still has a lot to learn concerning human health. 

While medical science has undoubtedly extended thc 'Millions 
of indivitinals, it can be argued that it has also burl [any with 
lives of lesser quality, with increasing dependence on drugs and high 
technology. There are even some who believe that medical power is 
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the mainstay and objective of the medical profession, though not 
necessarily that of individual doctors. rgue, for example that 
'-the medical profession has taken ovel ddiction' and shaped it 
in wavs that added to the prestige of du,,u,3 ~ ) u t  did little to help the 
patie without admittir o one knows h p  to treat drug 
addic Dally, 1997). Dc seems, have taken control of 
most 51 "Up3 of people who c: p~ u~lematic to society Some have 
even expressed the fear that, ifthey get the chance, doctors will seize 
the power to decide, for instance, who is and who is not fit to marry 
and have children, perhaps through the initial introduction of a 
premarital medical visit (Dally, 1997). The radical American 
philosopher, Ivan Illich propounds the extreme view that "the medical 
establishmeni s become a major threat to health" (Illick~, 1 984). 
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Medical scier~cc: and clinical practice are achieving ever more 
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increasi ialisation and 
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1 nere 1s no doubt that people In the developed countr~es; for example, 
are now healthier than they have ever been. Yet, they also report more 
incidence of sickness than ever, and visit the doctors nearly half again 
as often as thev did 50 years ago (Porter, 1997). 

There is nov erging concern that developing countries are 
modelling their health care sy: the highly medicalised systems 
of the west - inappropriate fc st majority of their populations 
and carrying the risk of repea~111~ L I I ~  mistakes that are becoming 
evident in western syr 
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There is no unified or agreed c munity. Hillery ( 19.59, 
set out to ident i@ areas of a g ~  he many definitions of 
community and uncovered 94 cietlnltlons. AII detinitions concerned 
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human beings; beyond this commonality, no other agreement emerged 
in his analysis. Dc s of community vary according to the 
discipline of the th sociology, anthropology, health services 
research, epidemiology, demographv. and human and social ecology 
- and the purpose of the enquiry (Pa I Wickizer 1995). Warren 
(1978) has categorised the variou aches to community as 
involving space, people, shared institutions and values, social 
interaction, distribution ofpower, and a social system. Early theoretical 
treatment of the notion of community focused heavily on locality. 
The current trend however has beer ;tion whl 
is a necessary or even desirable eleme , definitic 
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Nisbet (1970), declared the notion of community dead or dying. In 
his view, the mobility of modern household units and the decreasing 
dependence on local areas for the necessities of life have undermined 
the validity of a geographic n. A "global village" has emersed 
with a global economy and ommunication, to the point that 
there can be more input from ourslne the locale than inside. Ecological 
boundaries are being enlarged by tra :ion and iication. 
This argument can be extended hrth : fact tha workers 
are ;er the sole repository for health i~ on and there are 
no' 1s remote sources at the public'! 11, including the 
Intel Ilcr. 
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From the perspective of health and s vices, community can be 
defined in terms of political boundaries. I ne National Commission on 
Community Health United-! ple, has 
proposed a concept )unity of zest that 
the most e6cient soiutlon to nealtn problems snoula aeterrmne the size 
and shape of communities (Patrick and W~ckizer 1995). The boundaries 
of community will necessarily shift with the nature of the need and the 
varying involvement of the individuals and collectives. Essential aspects 
-ofthe comm~mnity include collective fi-amework, participation in a common 
enterprise, a sense ofsocial solidarity that transcends individuals and private 
networks; and .a sense of obligation and responsibility for social survival. 

For- the purpose of this presentation howejer. the t l e t i~ l i t i on  01'  

community put fonvard by Hawley ( I ')SO), lv i l l  tie adopted. that is. 
"that area the resident pop~~lation of which is interrelated and integrated 
with reference to its daily requirements whether contacts be direct or 
indirect". 

HEALTH 0 4IDUALS AND CO~lICIUNITIT?S 

Adequate health for individuals and communities can be attained 
through "the organised application of resources to achieve the greatest 
health for the greatest number". This in essence. is the definition of 
Public Health. Another detinition has been provided in the report of 
the Committee for the study of the Future of Publ~c Health, LISA; 
"Pul,lic fIealth is what we, as a society, do to assure the conditions 
for people to be healthy. 

This requires that continuing and emerging threa~s 10 irle health of the 
public be successfully countered These threats ~nclude im~nediate 
crises, such as the AIDS epidemic, enduring prohlenls, such as the 
aging of our population and the toxic by-products of a modern 
economy, transmitted through air, water, soil. or food." One of the 
fundamental tenets of public health practice is that individual and 
collective health is indivisible. 

Determinants of Health and Ill-heal 

The pathway to health is not exclusively or even mainly through the 
hospital, but more and more through society and the economy. The 
Lalonde Report (1974), is credited with being the first official 
document ofany government to acknowledge the importance of factors 
other than health care in the protection and enhancement of health. 
Four broad categories of determinants of health were described in the 
report: biological factors such as genetic constitution and physiological 
ageing processes; environmental factors: ~ersonal lifestyles and access 
to effective health car 



The Ottawa Charter defined Health Promotion as "the process of 
enabling people to increase control over. and to improve. their health 
(Ottawa Charter, 1 986). The hndamental conditions and resources 
for health were identified as peace, shelter, education, food, income, 
a suitable eco-system, sustainable resources, social justice and equity. 
Improvement in health requires a secure foundation in these basic 
requirements. Individuals, families and communities cannot achieve 
their fillest health potential unless they are able to take control of 
these things which determine their health. The Charter therefore called 
for action in five areas: building healthy public policy; creating 
supportive environments. stimulating communitv action; developing 
personal skills; and reorienting health services towards prevention. 
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Improvements in living standards such as; better nut1 lucation, 
and environmental conditions (availability of clean nd good 
drainage system, for example), have enhanced health worldwide more 
than have hospital sewices. Thus, advancing living standards may be 
more important than extending hospital services. Some have extended 
thi! ent hrther by amassing evidence to show that society 
intt pith healthy hnctioning and that indeed, society is the illness. 

The state of health of the individual and community is premised on 
factors such as working conditions, employment, wages, literacy, crime 
prevention, housing, water etc. More medical work will necessarily 
not result in better health. Reports in our news media reaffirm this 
hndamental tenet of public health. If we take a cue from the front 
page of the Stinday TFibz~r~e of 30 January 2005, we see highlights 
such as "CHLOROQUINE: The ban, the controversy and its 
alternatives"; "Family of 10 death: Controversv trails autotxv report. 
Oyo police shocked. Hopes s 
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These social determinants of health and quality of life influence how 
long people live, how well people live, and the tradeoffs made between 
quantity and quality of life (Patrick and Wickizer 1995). 

Figure 1. Lead stories in the S I I I I ~ ~  Trihtore of January 30, 3U(:li 



Life Expectancy, Old Age and Health 
THE CHALLENGE FOR PUBLIC HEALTH 

Humar~ desire is to achieve immortality I-lowever. we must always 
remember that, try as we can. eternal youth is unattainable and death 
is imminent. William Shakespeare even captured the undesirable 
consequences of old age in As Yo11 l.ike I /  (11,7) when he described it 
as "second childishness and mere oblivion, sans teeth, sans eyes, sans 
taste, sans everything". In the words of Candy Hugh "life is a gift, to 
live is an opportunity, to give is an obligation and to grow old is a 
privilege". 

While the ultimate goal and ch for public health has been to 
populate the world with healthy lals and healthy communities, 
this ideal has continued to be an illr~sion and a mirage Hence in 1978 
at Alma-Ata, then USSR, the World Health Organisation came up 
with the concept of Primary Health Care (PHC) and described it as 
the global strategy to achieve "Health for all by the year 2000" Nigeria 
in December 1986 formulated its own health policy based on the PHC 
concept and named it -'The National Health Policv and Strategy to 
Achieve Health for All Nigerians" Other count 'ping 
and developed have similar initiatives While tht licies 
and strategies have unarguably enhanced the standa ealth 
ulobally, they have failed woehlly to achieve their ulti s al of 
health for all individuals and communities 

- 2  
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From time immemorial, a decline in longevitv was considered the result 
of wickedness, disobedience to the deity, an unnatural way of life and 
bad eating habits. Biblical account indicates that before the deluge (in 
which Noah was involved) the life-span of the patriarchs ranged from 
365 (Enoch) to 969 years (Methuselah). The Talmurid however 
contends that it was Abraham who introduced old age into the \~;orld. 
He is quoted as telling God that when he and his son Isaac entered a 
town together, the people did not know I V ~ O  ~i'as the father and who 
was the son and therefore could not determine Ivhom to honour. He 
appealed to the L,ord to define the distinction between them, which 
He did (Dubb 2004b). Abraham lived only to 175 years and by the 
time the Psalms were written the years of our life had been reduced to 
"three score and ten, or even by reason of strength four score; yet 
their span is but toil and trouble" (Psalm 90: 10-12). 
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To further compound the dile 1 diseases of 
sisnificant public health importance rla\?t: ernerycu hlrlce the Alma- 
Ata conference: l-IlV/AlDS, SARS and uthers. Some olde io\vn 
ones like tuberculosis have re-erneryed wit11 increased The 
dnrg resistance problem is taking new dimensions and any previous 
health gains are being masked or reversed by t' ~ n d  emerging 
challenges 
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Science is constantly seeking ways to prolong life and is succeeding 
in increasing the years. Average life ex~ectancy  for citizens in 
industrialised countries increased from approximately 45 to 75 years 
during the last century. Most observers agree that the causes of this 
increased longevity include in addition to medical care, improvements 
in nutrition, housing, sanitation, occupational safety, and lifestyle (Illich 
1976, blckeown 1979; Bunker el ~ t l  1995). However, the Average 
life expectancy in Nigeria is a mere 46.8 years for male and 48.2 years 
for female, Improvements in health will lead to increased life 
expectancy. 

Section ->L 3unsectron ~ ( 1 )  01 rne ~egir~arlons of the Medical arlu 

Dental Council of Nigeria (MD odox medical 
or dental practitioner from adve plinary action 
for a practitioner moveA. "*- advertlsed hlmselt. wnether directly 
or indirectly, f ,ing patients or promoting his 
own professio~ such purpose of procuring, or 
sanctil acquiescing in the publication of commending 
or dire ention to the practitioner's profess 11, knowledge, 
seniiccb ol (l,talification';, or deprecating those ot vttiers; or being 
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111  out. study ol'ol-211 cancers ill Ile-lfe. Nigeria we detected late 
p~.esentai ior~ with the avttl.ase \\;aitins period heing 8.9k6.5 moliths 
(range 2 to 24 months) (Ogunbodede, Llyboko & Ojo 1997). 

We also conducted studies in some special, often neglected groups; 
such as the Epileptic (Ogunbodede. Adamolekun & Akintomide 1998). 
children (Otuyemi, Ogunbodede, Adetunji el trl 1998; Bajomo. 

Table I .  Site Distriblltio~l of Oral Malipn;~ncies 
- 

Rudolph & Ogunbodede 2004) and the elderly (Fajemilehin Rr. 
Ogunbodede 2002; Owotade, Ogunbodede and L,awal 2005). 

We studied the prevalence, distribution, presenting features, severity, and 
attendant complications of Acute Necrotisins Ulcerative Gingivitis 
(ANUG) in hospital patients over a two year period All the 160 patients 
affected were children from 0 to I5 years, with the modal age being 3 to 

1 1  5 years. Mobile teeth, arid cancrurn oris were the coln~lionest complications 

.'I constituting 16.9 and 15.6 per cent respectively. The critical period for 
case detection and initiation of standard treatment for ANUG was less 
than one week, and delays of more than 4 months invariable resulted in 
complications (Figure 2, Table 2). 
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We found the alveolar ridge and the gingivae to be the commonest 
sites accounting for 40.7% of all cases. This contrasts sharply with 
earlier observatiohis in Western Europe and Asia where the lower lip 

is reported to be the commor ~nd  the tc 
affected intra-oral site. In c onment, 
accounted 5.1%. (Table 1). 

Figure 2. Child with cancnim nasalis resulting from Acute Necrotising 
Ulcerative Gingivitis. 
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factors, diagnosis, prevention ana management or oral cancers. we 
concluded that detailed oral examinations directed at identifLing 
precancerous lesions must always be part of routine medical and dental 
examinations particularl! 
(Ogunbodede, Folayan & A 
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Tahle 2. ANUG:  Complications against waiting time before 
presentation. 

I ~v rc l i  1-3 1 -3 4-6 6 Total 

weeks man ths months months 

Complici~tions No.(%) P 

Mobile teeth s(0.0) I 

Nu. ('/a) NO. No. (%) 

2(16.9) 

Totrl I . )  24(35.2) 23 (67.6) 12(100.0) 5(100.0) 65(40.6) 

In our study ofthe elderly, we found that a variety of oral diseases 
affect this population similar to what obtains in other parts of the 
world. Significant differences do exist however which can be attributed 
to socio-cultural, environrnekal andgenetic factors. Such differences 
include a higher prevalence of periodontal diseases, and lower 
prevalence of coronal caries, root caries and edentulism (Owotade, 
Ogunbodede Rc Lawal2005). 

Appropriate technology is one of the pillar? of Primary Health Care, 
and the Atraumatic Restorative Treatment (ART) approach is a 
practical example. .ART is a new approach to the management of 
dental caries, based on removing carious tooth tissues using hand 
instruments alone and restoring the cavity with an adhesive restorative 
material. We studied the impact ofthe ART approach on the profile of 
oral health care rendered tlirough the Mobile Dental System (MDS) 
(Mickenautscli. Rudolph, Ogilnbodede Rc Frencken 1999). We found 
that the introduction of ART resulted in the percentages of amalgam 

restorations and tooth extractions decreasing significantly (p<O 000 1 ) 

(Figure 3). During the one-year period. infection control was made 
simpler. 

We have been able to show that the introduction of the ART approach 
reduced extraction, restored more teeth and made oral care rnore 
preventive, less threatening and thus more patient-friendly. This paper 
has been cited in several international publications on hZinitnuin 
Intervention Techniques. 

Figure 3. Comparison of the Percentages of Extractions to 
Restorations in Posterior Teeth before, and after the Introduction of  
the ART 

El RESTORATIONS R MTRACTIONS 

RIM ARk rlON PERRIANENT DENTITION 

BA - BEFORE 
AA - AFTER AK I 
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, -- 

We have clinically evaluated the two common ART materials currently 
in use - Fuji 1X and KetacMolar. Ure were able to show that there 
were no statistically significant differences b;:ween the results ofART 
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Afiican cor~ntries The programmes would also serve the dental public 
healih needs of international health organizations. 

INCESSANT STRIKES, BRAIN DRAIN A N D  HEALTH 

Mr. Vice Chancellor sir, I must seize the opportunity of tk ural 
lecture to indicate that I am deeply perturbed by the inces kes, 
violent demonstrations and closures that presently characterise our 
uni\,.ersities and health institutions. 

- 
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These have resulted mostly from poor remuneration, inadequate 
facilities, loss of autonomy. inadequate attention to the welfare of , 
workers, the tight for supremacy between the different cadre of staff 

.I and, the insensitivity of governmental bodies to the special needs of , our universities and teaching hospitals. i t  is particularly disheartening 
that the corporate i l na~e  of our educational and health institutions is 

being er ie training requirements of health personnel 
ate that riculum be programmed and sequential Of 

recent, it has taL11 U I I  ~ ~ l e  alVerage 9 years for students on the 6-year 
medicalldental programmes to complete their studies in this university 
due to the disruptions from both the university and hospital sides. On 
the hospital bide . . I 
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(and clo: The incessant nc ied 
down the pace or knowledge endowment in our universities and 
rendered ineffective the culture of academic calendar. I therefore 
propose that we in the universities should devise other means of putting 
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The gloomy work environment is now the main motivating factor for 
brain drain among health personnel. The lure is always there particularly ! 
for those who have proved their worth in the international arena. Three 1 
of us were appointed the same day as Medical Training Fellows to the 
same department in the School o f ~ e n t i s t r ~  in 1987. The three of us 
had opportunities for fvrther studies overseas shortly after we were 
employed. I L is sad that 1 am the only one that ever returned toNigeria! 

I must add that my return to Nigeria and continuing service to our 
' 

great university was a matter of personal resolve. in actual fact, I 
' 

have on three separate occasions been invited to join the staff of 
r e~u tab le  for .eign un 

formally 
iiversities, surprisingly, each time without 

requesting or applying for the jobs The first was in the UK 
in 1993 after ruillplsting a Commonwealth Medical . Fellowship . 

programme, then South Africa in 1999 after utilising a Distinguished 
Visiting Scientist award of the Medical Research Council of South 
Africa, and lately an oil-rich Middle-East country in 2004 1 have on 
each occasion decided to decline the offers and continue my services 
to this university, My discipline of Preventive and Community Dentistry 
affords me the opportunity to pioneer important developments in 
Nigeria, as opposed to  the more developed countries. 1 adore 
challenges and in the 1 7 years since 1 joined the staff of this university, 
1 have benefited from several pioneering experiences However, I must 
not fail to recosnise that some of my colleagues, especially those in 
disciplines that require more sophisticated and high-tech equipment 
for effective functioning, may not have been similarly fulfilled in their 
professional career, under the prevailing circumstances in our 
educational and health institutions. 
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From primary health care to the training of specialists in the various 
disciplines, health services are required to satisfy the needs of the 
community. Unfortunately, it is becoming more and more frustrating 
for those of us in the public sector of the health system to function 
optil; the battl hronic shortage of funds and incessant 
strikc we. The rsistent shortage of trained personnel, 

materials ale constantly in snort supply, and availability of water and 
electricity have become infrequent. In short, the hospitals (especially 
public) are finding it increasingly difficult to fulfil their roles in 
contributing to the achievement of total health for the individual and 
the community. 



The ~ o v e r n m e n t  alone cannot effectively prom 11th. 
~ontributiuns are necessary from nun-governmental sources ~nc~uding 
individuals. families and communities. Throughout the world, the 
responsibility for health is shared between the private and public sectors 
with the greater responsibility resting with the latter. 

For individuals and communities to be healthy. there are certain 
essential requirements eficient primary health care s e n '  wes; an 
environment free From local hazards including chemical hazards such 
as air pollution and physical hazards such as droughts and floods: 
satisfactory standard of living and quality of life that ensures adequate 
food supply, housing. employment. provision of recreational facilities 
and Freedom from chronic anxiety and undue stress; and good social 
welfare scrvices with adequate financial provision for sickness, 
unemploynmt. old aee. and care for the physically and mentally 
l > - - ; r l  - -nqed 

attentio 

rates o 
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Ti1 )n  of' epidemics or reduction i nly 
contrz: - ta~vards ensurins and maintaining t ~ i e  t l t a~~r r  ul the 
pop~llation To achiesje-maximum health of the individual and 
community, the government must be courageous enough to dismantle 
the tobacco industry, regulate alcohol consumotion. and pay greater 
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The role of the hea~rn sector must move lr l~~cas~rlg~y in a preventive 
direction, beyond its resl :y for prc :linical and curative 
services. Health services ~pport  tl I of individuals and 
communities for a healthier life- and open cnannels between the health 
sector 2 broader political, econc d physical 
determir health. 
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Adequate health for the individuals arid communities cannot be devoid 
from good governance. This probably prompted the preat German 
pathologist. Rudolf \4rchaw, to conclude that "medkine is a social 
science, and politics is nothing else than medicine on a lar8;er ucale", 

1 Finally, the grand business of promoting health, at individual andl 
community levels, is not to see what lies dimly at a distance. but to1 
do what clearly lies at hand. It was Abraham Heschel (Quoted bv~ 
Greenleaf, 1977) who reminded us that; I 

I 
"every little deed counts, that every word bas power. and thati 
we can, everyone, do our share to redeem the world in spitel 

I I 
of all absurdities and all frustrations and all  disappointment^".^ I 

I have shared my thoughts and experience, and I have highlighteq 
some of my own modest contributions towards redeeming the healt4 
of individuals and communities. in spite of .all frustrations and all 

I disappointments'. 
I 
I 

I 
' I  It only remains for me to conclude by quoting From the letter of Apostl e 

John to Gaius written about AD 90 "Beloved, 1 pray that you may I 

prosper in all things and be in good health, just as your soul prospers'l 
I (3 John 2). I 

Mr. Vice Chancellor, distinguished ladies and gentlemen. 1 thank Y O I  

for your generous attention. 
\ 
I 
i 

I ' I 
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